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Anewapproachtostudytheequationofstateinfinite-temperatureQCDisproposedonthelattice.

UnliketheconventionalmethodinwhichthetemporallatticesizeN,isfixed,ihetemperatureTisvaried

bychangingN,atthefixedlatticescale.ThepressureofthehotQCDplasmaiscalculatedbythe

integrationofthetraceanomalywithrespecttoTatthefixedlatticescale.This“T-integralmethod”is

testedinquenchedQCDonisotropicandanisotropiclatticesandisshowntogivereliableresults.

especiallyatintermediateandlowtemperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The equation of state (EOS) is one of the most funda-

mental observables to identify different phこises in quantum

chromodynamics (QCD) at finite telllPerこuure T. Also, it is

an essential input to describe the space-tiille evolution of

the hot QCD matter created in relこitivistic heとivy ion colh-

sions 【1]. So far, lattice QCD is the Ollly syste111こme method

to calculate EOS for a wide range ofT across the region of

the hadron-quark phase transition (see the recent review,

2]).

Conventionally, the EOS on theとutice is extrこicted lrom

こimethodinwhich T- (N,a) isvariedbychangingthe

lこmice scale a (or equivalently the lattice gとuige coupling

β - 6/g-) at a fixed temporal 1とmice size Nr Using the

thermodynamic relation p - (T/V) lnZ, with V being the

spatial volume and Z being the pこirtition function, the

pressure li is calculated as [31

-Ifo,β妄語-一芸/'β(竃) (1)
Here S is the lattice action and (- ・) is the thermal averase

with a zero-temperature contribution subtracted. (In multi-

parametercases such as QCD with dynこimica】 quarks, "β"

should be generalized to the position vector in the coup一ing

parameter space [4].) The initiとil poinl of integrとition βo is

chosen in the low temperature phとise froi一一the condition

p(Po) - 0-

In this conventional method, a mとijor part ol the compu-

tational cost is devoted to zero-ter-1perこIture si一一iillations;

they are necessary to set the lattice sea】Cとind to carry out

zero-temperature subtractions at the silllulとition points.

Furthermore, for the calculation of the trace anomaly e -

3p, "′ith e being the energy density, the nonperturbati＼,e

beta functions have to be determined by zero-temperature
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simulationsatthesalllesnl-ulationpoints.Inmultipara-

metercases,simulationsshouldbeperformedonalineof

constantphysics(LCP)i一一thecouplingparameterspacein

ordertoidentifytheeffectoftemperatureonagiven

physicalsystei一一.LCP'sshouldbedeterminedalsoat/-

0.Thesezero-temperaturesnl-ulとUionsforawiderangeof

couplingparametersarenumericallydemanding,inpar-

ticular,forQCD、vithdynこunicalquarks.

Inthispaper,、vepushとinalternativeapproachwhere

temperatureisvこiricdbyN,withotherparametershxed.

Thefixedscaleappro;-chhasbeenappliedwiththedenva-

tivemethod[5]in,e.g.,Ref.[6].However,determination

ofnonperturbとuiveKこirschcoefficientsforalltheSimula-

tionpointsrequiresquiteこibitof、vork,whichwillnotbe

easyforQCDWithdynとmlicとUquarks.Here,weproposea

newmethod,"the7-integrと11I--ethod":Tocalculatethe

pressurenonperturbこitively,lveuse

芸-PdT

Jt。雫(2)

whichisobtainedfrolllthethermodynamicrelationthatis

l′alidattheI,anishingchelllieこilpotential:

∂
γ-

サI(慕) -雫　　(3)
The initial temperとnure 7*o is chosen such that p(TQ) - 0.

Calculation ofe - 3p requires tl-e beta functionsjust at the

simulation point, but no further Karsch coefficients are

necessary. Since T is restricted to have discrete values,

we need to m乙Ikeこul interpolation of (e - 3p)/r with

respect to γ.

Since the coupling pこIrとIineters are common to all tem-

peratures, our fixed sealeこIpproach with the T-integral

method has severこl) 。d、,antこiges o、,er the conventional ap-

proach: (i) T - 0 subtrとictions can be done by a common
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zero-temperaturesimulation,(n)theconditionto(ollow

theLCPisobviouslysatisfied,and(lii)ihelatticescaleas

wellasbetafunctionsarerequiredonlyatthesimu】anon

poinLAsaresultoftheseconditions,thecomputational

costneededforT-0simulationsislargelyreduced.We

mayevenborrowresultsofexistinghighprecisionspec-

trumstudiesatT-0,whicharepubliclya、,ailab】ee.g.on

theInternationalLatticeDataGrid[7].Ontheotherhand,

whenthebetafunctionsarenotal・ailable,weneedto

performadditionとIIT-0simulationsaroundthesimula-

tionpoints,asinthecaseoftheconventionalmethod.

Foracontinuulllextrこipolation,weneedtorepeatthe

ealdilationatacoupleoflatticespacings.Ifweadopt

couplingparametersfrom7-0spectrulllstudiesinwhich

thecontinuumextrapolとitionhasalreadybeenperformed,

wecangetalltheconhgurこitionsforT-0subtractions.

Furthermore,becausethelatticespacingsinspectrum

studiesareusuallysillallerthanthoseusedlllconventional

fixed-Af,studiesaroundthecriticaltenlperatureTc.the

valuesofN,inourとipproこichareilluchこirgertherethan

thoseinconventionこilstudies.Forexample,ill√l宕

0.07fm,7-175MeVisachievedbyN,-16.

Therefore,forihermodynamicquantitiesとiroundTc,we

canlargelyreducetheこmiceartifactsduetoIとirgeど;and/

orsmallN,overtheconventionalapproとich,withouthigh

computationalcostsforT-0calculations.Thisisalso

goodnewsforphenon-enologicalapplicこItionsoitlleEOS,

sincethetemperatureこichievediniherelativisticheとivyion

collisionsattheRelativisticHeavyIonColliderとindthe

LHCwillbe,とitmost,uptoafewtimesthecriticこIl

temperatureH.Ontheotherhand,calcu】alionofthetrace

anomalyaroundandbelowT(・withlargevaluesofjV,may

requirehighstatisticsduetolargecancellationsbytheT-

0subtraction.Wenoteherethat,asTincreとises,N,be-

comessmallandhencethelatticeartifactincreases.

Therefore,ourapproachisnotsuitableforstudyinghow

theEOSapproachestheStephan-Bolt州一之Inn、・こllueinthe

highγlimit.

Theout一ineofthispとiperisasfollows.Afterintroducing

ourlatticeactionandthetraceanomalyinSec.II,帆′etest

our7-integralmethodinSU(3)gaugetheoryonこiniso-

tropic一atticeinSec.IIIandonananisotropicとmicein

Sec.IV.Thelastsectionisde、,otedtoasulmllaryand

conclusions.

II.LATTICEACTION

WestudySU(3)gauge¥¥1eorywiththestandとirdpla-

quettegaugeこictiononisotropicandanisotropiclattices

withthespatial(temporこil)latticesizeNs{N,)lindlattice

spacingas(a,).Thelatticeactionisgivenby

s-β3r1i
&zz'-^ReTrt//4(.v)

v/-ILJJ
・詣呈ReTr」/,,(.v)l(4)
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^ 3N>N,β{」<>/>, + 」7'^、　　(5)

where (/ ,,(.v) is theplaquette in the fi〝plane and β and 」()

are the bare lattice gauge coupling and bare anisotropy

parameters. The trace anomaly is obtained as

e-lp

TJ

3Nf

e

-蒜as(票). (詣)i)

((--m去- '蝣1

一芸(豊),」'蝣- W])

m

(7)

where 」 - 〝Jo, is the reヮormaIized anisotropy and

ォ,(∂β/∂aユ)^ is the beta function. Note that (∂fo/∂β)i -

0 on isotropic lattices・

III. EOS ON AN ISOTROPIC LATTICE

Our simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. We

calculate the EOS on three l.sotropic 一attices to study the

volumeこind lattice spacing dependence. The ranges of N,

correspond to T - 210-700 MeV for the sets il and i2,

and γ - 220-730 MeV for i3. The critical temperature

corresponds to N,-7-8 for il and i2, and -10 for i3,

assuming Tc-290MeV in quenched QCD 、vith the

Sommer scale r() -0.5 fm. Set a2 、vill be discussed in

the next section. The zero-temperature subtraction is per-

formedwithN, - 16foril andi2,andwithN, - 22fori3.

We generate up to a few million configurations using the

pseudo-heat-bath a一gorithm. Statistica一 errors are estimated

using the jackknife analysis. Typica‖y, bin sizes of a few

thousand configurations are necessary near Tc, 、vhile a few

hundred are sufficient off the transition region.

Figure 1 shows (e - 3/?)/r¥ Dotted lines in the figure

are the nこitura】 cubic spline interpolations. For comparison,

We a一so reproduce the result of the llxed 〃′ method at 〃′ -

8 and N,～ - 32 [91. for which we have rescaled the hon-

zontal axis by Tc - 290 MeV according to our choice of

r0 - 0.5 fm. At and below Tc, lattice size dependence is

visibleamongsets il (L - 1.5 fm)and i2 (2.2 fm)andthe

fixed N, - 8 result (2.7 fm). On the otherhand, the lattice

spacing dependence is negligible bet≠′een ll (a宕

0.093 fm) and i3 (0.068 fm). At higher T, (e-3p)/TJ

TABLE I. Siillulation parameters on isotropic and anisotropic

lとutices. On isoiropic lattices, we adopt the ro/a of [81 and the

beta function of l9]. The anisotropy ro/as is from flOl, while the

beta function is calculated in Sec. IV. The lattice scale a、 and

lattice size L - N∫as are calculated with rO - 0.5 fm.

β 」 N5　N,　ro/as　　ユ(fm) L(fm) a(dg~:/da)

1

つ

3

12

6.0 1 16 3-10 5.35(工ミ)

6.0 I 24 3-10 5.35(雲)
6.2 I　22　4-13　7.37(3)

6.1 4　20　8-34　5.140(32)

0.093

0.093

0.068

0.097

1.5　　-0.098 172

2.2　　-0.098 172

1.5　　-0.112 127

1.9　　-0. 10704
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200　　　　300　　　　400　　　　500　　　　600　　　　700

FIG. 1 (color online). Trace anomaly on isotropic lattices as a

function of physical temperature. The dotted lines are natural

cubic spline interpolations. Honzontal errors due to the lattice

scale are smaller than 【he symbols・

on our three lattices show good agreement; however, they

slightly deviate from the触ed N, one at 7" > 600 MeV,

presumably due to the coarseness of our lattices at these

temperatures.

The integration of (2) is performed numerically using

the natural cubic spline interpolations shown m Fig. 1. For

the initial temperature To of the Integration, we linearly

extrapolate the (e - 3p)/r data at the few lowest Ts

because the values of (e - 3p)/7"4 at our lowest T are

not exact一y zero. In this study, we commonly take T0 -

150 MeV as the initial temperature which satisfies (e -

3p)/T4 - 0, and estimate the integration from TQ to the

lowest T by the area of the mangle.

we estimate the statistical error for the / integration by

the jackknife analysis at each / and accumulate (he con-

tributions from different r s by the error propagation 【 1 1 ],

because simulations at different N, are statistically inde-

pendent. Note that the e汀or for the lattice scale does not

(C) : Cubic spline integration

(T) : Trapezoidal integration

- β=6.0,ち;=1, N,=16, (C)

-1- βi=6.0,ち,=1. N=16. (T)

I-- β=6.2,号=1, N,=ZZ, (C)

- ・ P=6・2,ち,=1. N,=22, (T)

T(MeV)
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affect the dimensionless quantity p/T4. Error bars shown

in the爪gures represent the statistical errors.

To estimate the systematic error due to the interpolation

チnsatz, we compare the resulls of p/T4 using cubic spline
interpolation and those with the trapezoidal rule in Fig. 2.

(The results on the anisotropic 」 - 4 lattice wil一 be dis-

cussed later.) We find thai the size of systematic errors due

to the interpolation ansatz is comparable lo that of the

statistical ones. In Fig. 3, we note that the natural cubic

spline interpolation curve of (e - 3p)/T4 for set i2 shows

small negative values at T *サ250 Mev due to the nearby

sharp edge at T E= 260 MeV. From a comparison with the

results of trapezoidal interpo一ation for that range, we find

that the effect of this bump on the value of p/TA at T>

250 MeV is 0.032. Although a negative pressure is unphys-

ical, because this shift in p/T4 is smaller than the statistical

errors, we disregard the effects of the negative pressure m

this paper. To avoid arbitrary data handling, we just adopt

the results of natural cubic spline interpolations as the

centra:I values in the folio＼.ving.

In Fig. 3, we summarize the results of the EOS. Results

on the anisotropic 】atlice (a2) will be discussed 一ater. The

normalized energy density e/'n is calculated by combin-

ing p/T4 and (e - 3p)/T4.

We find thai, except for the vicinity of Tc, the EOS is

rather insensitive to the variation of 一attice size (between

i - 1.5 fm and 2.2 fm) and lattice spacing (between a

0.093 fm and 0.063 fm). The results of the EOS agree

within 10% for our variation of lattice parameters. This

is in pan due to the facl that (e - 3p)/"n is not so sensitive

to the lattice parameters up to high temperatures. Note also

that, because (e - 3p)/T4 - 0 in the high temperature

limit, the increas】ngly large lattice artifacts at large T are

naturally suppressed in the / integration. L°oking more

closely at the T ≧ Tc region, we note lhat both p and e

have a slight tendency to decrease as the lattice size (lattice

spacing) becomes 一arger (smaller).

Near and below T,., ㌧ve observe a sizable finite size effect

between L - 1.5 fm (il) and 2.2 fm (i2), whi一e the effect

(C)こCubic spline integration

(T) : Trapazoidal integration

B=6.0,ち,=1. N :こ54. <C)

[1=6.0,ち,=1. N,:こ24. (T)

--- 0=6.1.もこA. N -.コ30, (C)

T(MeV)

FIG. 2 (color on一ine). Comparison of the pressure using different interpolation functions for integration. Statistical errors are

estimated using theja>とkknife method　‖ I.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The EOS on isotropic and amsotropic

lattices. The dashed horizontal line represents the free gas case in

the continuum (Siefan-Boltzmann limit).

of the lattice spacing is quite small (ll and i3). Therefore,
fora reliable simulation, we need, at Jeasi, L ≧ 2 fm.

Our results are qualitatively consistent with the previous

EOS by the fixed N, method 【9]. Quantitatively, our results

are slight一y above the fixed N, results. The discrepancy can

be understood in pan by smaller spatial volumes below Tc

and the small values of N, at higher T in our method.

IV. THE EOS ON AN ANISOTROPIC LATTICE

An anisotropic lattice with a temporal lattice finer than

the spatial one is expected lo improve the resolution of 7*

without increasing the computational cost much. To further

test the systematic error due to the resolution of T, we

perform the study using the 7-integral method on an

anisotropic 一attice with the renormahzed anisolropy f - 4.

The simulation parameters are given as set a2 in Table I,

which are the same as those adopted in [10]. We vary N, -

34 - 8 corresponding to T - 240-1010 MeV. The zero-
temperature subtraction is performed with N, - 80.

(-20×」). We generate up to a few million con一

爪gurations.

We calculate the beta function as(Jβ/∂as)f by fitting

the ro/as data 【10,12】 with AUton's ansatz 【131.

a,/r。-R(β)-A(¥ +Bf{β)+Cf*(β)). (8)

where

Rift-(:普) expl-孟),
I(β) - /?(β)/tf(6. 10),

bl-
102

( 1 67T2)2

11

bo -了高言・

The best fit is achieved by A - 76.0(1.5), B - 0.】90(32),

and C - 0.0204(87) with ^/dofこと12.6/6. The beta

function is now obtained by

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 051501(R) (2009)

寸蝣!).
12b孟β I+Bf2+Cf4

-bof3 1 +3Bf2 +5C/4
(9)

and its value at our simulation point is given in Table I. For

(afo/∂β)牀we adopt the result of 【14].

In Fig. 4, we compare the trace anomaly obtained on the

anisotroplc lattice wilh thai on the isotropic lattice with

similar as and L (set i2). We find that the results are

generally consistent with each other, while, due lo the

cruder resolution in T, the natura一 cubic sp日ne interpola-

tion for ihe i2 】atuce slightly overshoots the data on the a2

lattice around (he peak a【 T宕320 MeV. We no【e Chat the

height ofihe peak on the a2 lattice is similar to that of the

箆ne i3 laiuce shown in Fig. 1 as well as the fixed N, - 8

result. Similar to the case of the isotropic lattice, our result

slightly overshoots the fixed N, result below Tc and at T >

600 MeV. Around the sharp lower edge at T等250 MeV,

the undershooting of the natura一 cubic spline interpolation

on the i2 lattice, discussed in the previous section, is

avoided by the finer data points on the a2 lattice.

The results of pressure on the a2 and i2 lattices are

compared in the lower panel of Fig. 2. While they are

roughly consistent with each other, we伝nd that the pres-

sure on the anisotropic lattice is slightly smaller than that

on the isolropic lattice. This is in part due to the smaller

values of e - 3/7 around the peak at T完320 MeV. We

also note that ihe trace anomaly on the a2 lattice has a

slight tendency lo be systematically lower than that on the

i2 lattice by about la- on the high temperature side.

When we consider the differer】ce beiween the a2 and J2

lattices as the systematic error due to the cruder T resolu-

tion of the 12 lattice, the systematic error is about 2-3 times

一arger than the estimation in the previous section from a

comparison of difl托renl interpo一ation ans凱ze. Therefore,

for an estimation of the systematic error on isoin°pIC

lattices, it may be safer to assume errors a few times larger

than those estimated from a comparison of different inter-

polation ans云tze.

FIG. 4 (color online). Trace anomaly on isotropic and aniso一

打蝣opic lattices with similar spatial lattice spacing and lattice size.

The doited lines are natural cubic spline interpolations.
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Some part of this difference in the EOS between az and

i2 lattices might be explained by the difference of the

lattice spacing in the temporal direction, since lattice arti-

facts of thermodynamic quantities generally have domi-

nant contributions from the temporal lattice spacing [15].

Indeed, this interpretation is supplemented by the fact that

the difference in the EOS between il and i3 hこis a similar

tendency, as shown in Fig. 3. We reserve further investiga-

tion of this possibility for future study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a fixed scale approach to mvestigとue finite-

temperature QCD on the lattice. To calculこite the EOS

nonperturbativelyとit a fixed scale, we introduced the

7-integral formula (2), in which p is calculated as an

integration of the trace anomaly e - 5p with respect to

T. The fixed scale approach using the T-integral method

enables us to efficiently utilize the results of previous T -

0 spectrum studies. At intermediate and low tenlperatures,

we can largely reduce the lattice artifacts compared to the

fixed N, approach. On the other hand, our approach is not

suitable for studying the approach to the high T limit

because of the small N, there. Also, aroundこind below

Tc, the large values of N, may require high statistics due

to large cancellations by the T - 0 subtraction.

To test the T-integral method, we performed a series of

simulations of SU(3) gauge theory on isotropic and aniso-

tropic lattices. We found that the method works quite well.

Our results of the EOS for the quenched QCD on isotropic

and anisotropic lattices are summarized in Fig. 3, and are

qualitatively consistent with the previous results using the

conventional fixed N, approach.

Our EOS in the high temperature region turned out to be

roughly independent of the lattice spacing, lattice volume.

and anisotropy. All the results agree within about 10% for

the range of our lattice parameters. With small statistical

errors of less than about 2%, 、ve identified sma】 systematic

shifts under the variations of lattice parameters. Their

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 051501(R) (2009)

smallness wi】 be useful for precise continuum extrapola-

tions. Around the critical temperature, we found that the

lattice size should be at least larger than about 2 fm.

The fixed scale approach using the 7-integral method is

applicable to QCD with dynamical quarks too. With dy-

namical quarks, it is more convenient to simulate isotropic

lattices, because the tuning of anisotropy parameters, as

well as the determination of the factors ∂fo/∂β in (7),

requires quite a bit of work for full QCD. Therefore, it is

important to estimate the systematic error in the EOS due

to the limited resolution of T on an isotropic lattice. From

the test of quenched QCD presented in this paper, we found

that this systematic error is under control and its order of

magnitude can be correctly estimated by a comparison of

different interpo一ation ansatze, though it may be safer to

introduce a factor of about 2-3 to the estimates.

We are cLirrently investigating the EOS in 2 + 1 navor

QCD with ilonperturbatively n一一proved Wilson quarks, us-

ing the configurations by the CP-PACS/JLQCD

Collaboration [16], which are publicly available on the

International Lattice Data Grid [7]. The pseudocntical

temperature ( - 175 MeV) is around N, -- 16 on the finest

lattice with ft宕0.07 fm. Weare furtherplanningtoextend

the study to use the 2 + 1 flavor configurations by the

PACS-CS Collaboration generated just at the physical

values of the light quark masses [17].
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